
Hybrid Water rocket
Code: ROC 030

Contents:

1 x aluminium launch tube
5 x adapted bottle caps

Using a simple low-cost conversion method, the ever popular Rocket Factory can now be 
used to launch water rockets to high altitudes. Unlike many other water rocket systems 
which depend on an (uncertain) critical pressure for triggering the launch, the Rocket 
Factory firing system gives absolute control over the timing of the release.

HoW it Works
A fizzy drinks bottle is fitted with a special plastic cap, partially filled with water and 
slipped over the aluminium launch tube. The Rocket Factory is compressed as normal 
and when the solenoid valve is triggered, compressed air rapidly passes into the top of 
the bottle causing (a) the bottle to slide upwards and (b) a true water reaction effect 
when the bottle leaves the tube. This combination of initial ‘pistonic’ acceleration along 
the tube followed by a true jet reaction gives water rockets using this system astonishing 
performance. 

Practically any fizzy drinks bottle can be used to make water rockets - but their 
performance – both ascent and descent – can be endlessly modified by additions such 
as fins or wings. Also, because a true rocket reaction effect is involved, there are endless 
opportunities for analysing, modifying and improving performance. This is clearly of 
interest to science as well as design and technology specialists.

Making Hybrid rockets
Most PET fizzy drinks bottles can be used for the rocket body. These will function as 
a rocket without modification but will benefit from the addition of fins to provide 
stability; angled fins will also give a degree of spin. Larger fins/wings will increase drag 
on the rocket during ascent but give more time in the air if gliding can be achieved.  
Alternatively, a parachute can be draped over the bottle for more controlled descent.
Fins or wings can be made from a variety of materials including soft foam sheet, card, or 
paper. Paper or card can be folded to create tabs for sticking to the bottle with double-
side tape. Foam can be applied edge-on with hot melt glue.

LauncHing Hybrid rockets
1. Unscrew the aluminium launch tube from the compressed air tank.
2. Screw the open plastic top lightly onto the PET bottle and slip this over the launch

tube. Adjust the tightness of the fit on the tube by screwing the cap either way until
the bottle is a secure but easy-running fit. Ideally, the tube should be lubricated with
silicon grease (or – e.g. – detergent).
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3. Partially fill the bottle with water through the
tube and invert it. If water dribbles out at the cap,
tighten this slightly, but do not make it too tight.
This will impede the launch. The amount of water
in the bottle is a significant variable; try filling the
bottle half full in the first instance.

4. Screw the launch tube, with filled bottle, onto the
Rocket Factory base.

5. Compress the Rocket Factory and launch as per normal – taking care not to get wet!

Modifying and investigating perforMance
The performance of the rocket will depend on a number of variables:

• Overall bottle volume
• Air pressure
• Quantity of water in bottle
• External additions to bottle such as fins

The first three variables can be quantified and thus provide opportunities for 
measurement and basic mathematics. If a simple improvised sighting instrument such 
as a clinometer is made up, altitude can also be gauged experimentally. However, 
understanding how the variables impact on optimum performance is not easy; it might 
therefore help by first considering two extremes:

(a) if the bottle is filled completely with water the volume for compressed air in the top
at the moment of leaving the launch will be approximately the volume occupied by the
launch tube in the bottle. There will be a large and heavy reaction mass – water – but
relatively little compressed air to drive it out;

(b) if a minimal quantity of water is used, the rocket will accelerate rapidly but be limited
in reaction mass.

Additional bottle caps are available from Mindsets Ltd in packs of five (code: ROC 031).
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